Purevent® Breather
800-521-1008

Odor Control and Desiccant Filters

The Future
of Filtration.
Problem:
Noxious odors from
chemical tanks or
wastewater pumping/
lift stations.

Solution:
Endustra Purevent®
Breathers not only prevent
the escape of noxious
fumes to the atmosphere,
they also prevent
harmful fumes, moisture,
and contaminants
from entering tanks
and affecting process
chemicals.
Purevent Breathers
are perfect for most
chemical or wastewater
applications. Easy
installation and low cost
make this system very
attractive. No electricity,
water, or fuel is required.
This self-contained
unit operates without
maintenance until the
adsorbant media are
completely exhausted.

Unconditional Money Back Guarantee

If you are unsatisﬁed with one of our Purevent® Breathers for any
reason, notify us and tell us why. We will provide instructions for
return and full credit or a check (less shipping costs) will be issued
upon receipt of the unit.

Purevent® Breather
Odor Control and Desiccant Filters
1145 Birch Drive
Schererville, Indiana 46375
800-521-1008
219-322-1550
FAX: 219-322-5870
www.endustraﬁlters.com

Optional
weathercap.
Constructed
entirely of
inert plastics.
Standard inlet size of 3”.
Other sizes
and types of
connections
available on
request.
Shown with
optional
mounting
base.

Optional
weathercap.

Canisters
may be used
alone or
stacked 2, 3
or 4 high.
When two
canisters or
more are
used, dispose
of the bottom canister
as it becomes
exhausted
and replace
with the top
canister to
extend unit
life.

Mounting
base has
standard
3” PVC
connections.

Since 1971 Endustra has striven for 100%
customer satisfaction.
In keeping with our goal to continually improve the quality of our
products and services, Endustra technicians inspect all of our products
through every stage of the manufacturing process.

PVP

For tanks up to 2,000 gallons

Endustra Purevent® Breathers remove
noxious odors or moisture from over 200
chemicals from Acetaldehyde to Xylene.
PVC construction provides a lightweight
and durable ﬁlter system.
Endustra engineers will work with you to
eliminate odors, hazardous environments, or
excess moisture. Usable inside or outdoors,
Purevent® Breathers are easily installed and
virtually maintenance free.

PV-MOD

For tanks up to 20,000 gallons

This unit is for the bigger jobs. Made entirely of PVC, each unit is self-contained with
thermal plastic welds that make them strong
enough to be reﬁllable yet economical enough
to be disposable.
Sized with the worker in mind, each module
weighs only 50 lbs. and has convenient carrying
handles built in.
The units can be stacked or manifolded to
allow a large system to be easily maintained by a
single individual. Viewing windows allow color
indicated media to be checked at a glance.
Direct and remote mounting bases are
available. The bases and specially designed
weather caps are made of PVC to be both light
weight and durable.
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